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Abstract. The transcription of handwritten documents is useful to
make their contents accessible to the general public. However, so far
automatic transcription of historical documents has mostly focused on
producing diplomatic transcripts, even if such transcripts are often only
understandable by experts. Main difficulties come from the heavy use of
extremely abridged and tangled abbreviations and archaic or outdated
word forms. Here we study different approaches to train optical models
which allow to recognize historic document images containing archaic
and abbreviated handwritten text and produce modernized transcripts
with expanded abbreviations. Experiments comparing the performance
of the different approaches proposed are carried out on a document collec-
tion related with Spanish naval commerce during the XV–XIX centuries,
which includes extremely difficult handwritten text images.
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1 Introduction

In the last years, there is an increasing interest to digitally preserve and provide

access to handwritten historical documents residing in libraries, museums, and

archives. Such documents are a unique public asset, forming the collective and

evolving memory of our societies. Many of these historical documents have an
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